Snacks that are

Better-For-You

Snacks that are Better-For-You

The NEW

Good Health To Go Rack

Height - 53.79 Width - 27.76 Depth - 21.33

Place a GHTG Rack to create attention and awareness that your store
is carrying a great variety of truly better for you items.
When you see “Healthier Choice” that means the item indicated is part
of Core-Mark’s commitment to healthworking with the Partnership for
a Healthier America.

20

>75%
of the rack
items are

20 New Brands added to SMART STOCK sets
New Brands added to Smart Stock
Smart Stock sets can help GROW category sales and incorporate a better for you variety
without losing your core best sellers.

GHTG items in recommended sets
Best Sellers
Core Mix
Innovation
GHTG Expansion

Plan-O-Gram

Help answer where new subcategories go

Snacks that are Better-For-You

Snacking is important
There is no better place than a C-Store for convenience
and snack variety that today’s consumer are seeking.
“Convenience stores are a destination uniquely positioned to satisfy
snack occasions more than meals.” - The Future of Snacking - 2016 The Hartman Group

50% are eating alone

2016 Future of Snacking - Hartman Group

51% and say they want to see retailers offer
more healthful foods.

Technomic’s 2016 Snacking Consumer Trend Report
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FREE Point of Sale available
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*63% of consumers are

trying to eat healthier! Help
them find these products
and let them know your store
supports their efforts.
Shelf Talkers

Clings

To order your FREE Point of Sale Kit
visit: www.goodhealthtogo.com

Channel Strips
Buttons

Shelf Talkers

*GMDC’s whitepaper “Next Practices: The Health & wellness Consumer”
Buttons

Shelf Talkers

Sign up Today to get your

Good Health To Go Rack
and benefit from healthier choices, more sales and great profits!
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The customer agrees to maintain the schematic at 80% and update annually.

